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Distribution  activities  arising  from  supply-chains  of  chemical  and food  industries  involve  the  shipping
of  products  directly  and/or  via  distribution-centers.  Also,  due  to growing  ecology  concerns,  the  recycling
of  recoverable-materials  is becoming  a  common  practice.  In  this  paper,  a distribution  and  recovering
problem  has  been  studied  and  modeled.  The  solution  to the  problem-model  computes  the  forward  and
backward  flows  on  a supply-chain  network  of  a company  that  take  into  account  ‘green  logistics’  con-
siderations.  In  this  problem,  vehicles  departing  from  plants/distribution-centers  perform  delivery  of
orward and reverse logistics
ntegrated supply chains

ulti-echelon networks
olumns generation
ecomposition

products  and  pick-up  of  recyclables  at the lowest  network-level.  At  a higher  level,  larger  vehicles  re-
supply  distribution-centers  with  products  and  bring  back  to plants  recyclable  goods.  The  operation  must
coordinate  the vehicles-tours  to assure  efficient  forward  and backwards  flows.  The  paper  presents  a
column-generation  based  decomposition-approach  for finding  near-optimal  solutions  to the problem.
We  also  present  computational  results  on test  problems  derived  from  a  real  case-study.
. Introduction

Due to the increasing pressure for reducing costs, inventories
nd the ecological footprint, and in order to remain competitive
n the global marketplace, enterprise-wide optimization (EWO)
as become a major goal of the chemical industry. EWO  is con-
erned with the coordinated optimization of the operations of

 supply chain, supply of material, manufacturing and distribu-
ion of products. The main objectives in EWO  are maximization
f profits, asset utilization, responsiveness to customers, minimi-
ation of costs, minimization of inventory levels and minimization
f the ecological footprint (Grossmann, 2012). In addition, as the
mportance of product recovery has grown swiftly in the past few
ecades and the environmental concerns have led to an increase

n recovery activities and in sustainability of supply chains, the
green logistics’ subject have received a growing research interest.
onsumer’s inclination toward green logistics, legal pressure and
ossible economic benefit are among the main reasons which led
anufacturers to integrate recovery activities into their processes

Ilgin and Gupta, 2010). Distribution is concerned with shipment

nd storage of products downstream from the supplier side to the
ustomer side in the supply chain and is a key issue for EWO. Typ-
cally products are manufactured in one or more factories, moved
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to distribution centers for intermediate storage and shipped to
retailers or final consumers. On the other hand, reverse logistics
is the process of recovering goods from consumers and retailers for
the purpose of capturing value, recycling or a proper disposal. The
growing ecology concerns and advances about green supply-chain
management concepts make reverse logistics a relevant research
issue. Reverse logistics may include the returning of containers with
disposed materials, pallets with recyclable goods, equipment and
machines. Normally, forward logistics deal with events that bring
products from manufacturers toward customers but in reverse
logistics, a resource goes back in the supply chain. For example,
reusable packaging systems require a closed-loop logistics system.
A distribution network generally includes factories at the higher
network-level, distribution centers at the intermediate level, and
retailers and end-consumers at the lowest level; with the prod-
ucts going from the highest to the lowest level and the reusable
goods going upwards to higher levels. A distribution center can be
regarded as an intermediate facility that allows the aggregation of
products coming from different factories and destined to different
retailers. Products can be temporarily stored in those centers before
they are sent to the destinations and pallets with reusable goods
may  be temporarily stored there before going back to manufactur-
ers and/or to recycling or disposal sites. Freight can be moved by

trucks in two  different modalities: a full truckload (FTL) mode or
a less than truckload (LTL) mode. FTL is cheaper per transported
unit and is usually employed to move a large quantity of products
from plants toward distribution centers and to move recovered

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compchemeng.2016.02.017
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00981354
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/compchemeng
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Nomenclature

Sets
A arcs of the routes network
I customers
P plants
R+ replenishment trips
R− recovery trips
R pick-up and delivery routes
T distribution centers

Parameters
air binary parameter denoting that site i is visited by

pick-up and delivery route r
bpr/btr binary parameter denoting that route r starts/ends

on plant p/distribution center t
bstart

tr /bstart
tr binary parameter denoting that replenish-

ment/recovery trip r starts on plant p/distribution
center t

bend
pr /bend

tr binary parameter denoting that replenish-
ment/recovery trip r ends on plant p/distribution
center t

cfv fixed cost of using a pick-up and delivery vehicle
cr cost of route r
cij traveling cost for go from location i to location j
i0p/i0t initial inventory of pallets with products on plant

p/distribution center t
ip/it binary parameter indicating that route designed

by the slave routes-generator problem is based on
plant p/distribution center t

it′ binary parameter indicating that a vehicle depart
from a distribution center after the arrival of a
replenishment convoy

MC, ML, MT upper bounds for the travel cost (C), the trans-
ported load (L) and the travel time (T)

q transport capacity of the pick-up-and-delivery vehi-
cle

q0 transport capacity of the vehicle traveling a replen-
ishment/recovery trip

sti stop time at the pick-up/delivery site i
t0 travel time of a replenishment convoy
tmax maximum allowed routing time
tmin
i

earliest arrival time at customer i
tmax
i

latest arrival time at customer i
xp/xt binary parameter stating that plant p/distribution

center t belongs to the route designed by a slave
routes-generator problem

˛r quantity of pallets with products to deliver by route
r

ˇr quantity of pallets with goods to recover by route r
� i quantity of pallets with products to deliver to cus-

tomer i
εi quantity of pallets with goods to recover from cus-

tomer i
ıf

p demand of pallets with recovered goods by plant p
ıo

p quantity of pallets with products on distribution
center t at the start of the planning horizon

�i price associated to customer i
�p price associated to balances of pallets with products

on plant p
�t/�′

t prices associated to balances of pallets with prod-

�e
p/�e

t prices associated to balances of pallets with recov-
ered goods on plant p/distribution center t

Binary variables
Xr variable denoting that route r belongs to the optimal

subset of feasible routes.
Sij variable for sequencing the locations i and j along a

route
Yi variable used to determine that the site i belongs

to the route designed by a slave routes-generator
problem

Continuous variables
CV cost of the pick-up and delivery route designed by

the slave routes-generator problem
Ci traveling cost to reach the customer site i
Li quantity of pallets with recoverable goods collected

up to customer i
Ti time spent to reach the customer site i
TV time spent on the route designed by the slave

routes-generator problem
ucts on distribution center t before and after the
arrival of a replenishment convoy
Ui quantity of pallets full of products delivered up to
customer i

goods back to plants while LTL trucks usually visit customers to
fulfill their demands and to collect reusable resources. In the pro-
cess of designing a distribution network, the response time, the
product availability and the customer satisfaction are usually the
main issues to take into account. To effectively design and manage a
distribution network, the long-run strategic planning, the medium-
term tactical planning and the short-term operational planning
are periodically updated. Operational planning is concerned with
short-term production scheduling, inventory management, and
transportation planning (Dondo et al., 2009). Transportation rep-
resents a significant component of the total logistics cost and
the short-term transportation planning generates vehicle routes
based on the available resources in order to minimize the trans-
portation cost while meeting some service-level requirements. This
paper deals with the operational planning of flows of products and
recoverable goods along a typical multi-echelon distribution and
recovering network and introduces a decomposition framework
devised to allow the efficient computation of these flows.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the literature
related to the researched subject is reviewed and in Section 3 the
most common distribution networks are briefly described. In Sec-
tion 4 the integrated forward and reverse logistic problematic is
described, formalized and mathematically formulated. A decompo-
sition algorithm based in the branch-and-price paradigm to solve
the problem is detailed in Section 5. Computational results are pre-
sented in Section 6 and the Section 7 presents the conclusions of
the work.

2. Literature review

The development of computational tools for logistics man-
agement has attracted a great attention from both industry and
academia to the field of supply chain management and to the field of
EWO. Since these tools bring some methodologies developed in the
operations research (OR) field to the process-system-engineering
(PSE) area, we first review some PSE papers and later some OR

contributions that are useful in the PSE and EWO  fields.

Strategic and tactical planning of supply chain networks have
been a very active research area over the past two  decades. Reviews
about the subject are Vidal and Goetschalckx (1997), Varma et al.
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2007), and Papageorgiou (2008). Operational planning of multi-
chelon distribution networks, started to receive attention later.
mong others, the following supply chain management problems
elated to the chemical industry were reported in the litera-
ure: distribution of refined petroleum products through a fleet of

ulti-parcel trucks (Van der Bruggen et al., 1995); scheduling of
ulti-compartment chemicals carriers (Jetlund and Karimi, 2004;

occola et al., 2015); dispatching of industrial gases from plants
o consumers (You et al., 2011; Marchetti et al., 2014); and col-
ection of milk from farms and distribution of dairy products to
utlets (Tarantilis and Kiranoudis, 2007). Research about distribu-
ion on multi-echelon logistic networks has focused on integrated
ogistics models for locating production plants and distribution
acilities. In addition to strategic decisions, these approaches simul-
aneously determine the product mix  to be manufactured and
he product flow from factories to customer zones via intermedi-
te warehouses. See for example Sarmiento and Nagir (1999) and
siakis et al. (2001). The last authors proposed a mixed-integer
inear programming (MILP) formulation for the design of multi-
roduct, multi-echelon supply networks but the number, location,
nd capacity of warehouses, and the flows of products through-
ut the system were pre-fixed. So, decisions were constrained
ust to the distribution of products. Jayaraman and Ross (2003)
eveloped a two-level planning approach for distribution problems

nvolving a central manufacturing site, multiple hubs and cross-
ocking sites, and customer zones. At the upper-level, the best
et of depots and cross-docks is selected and at the lower level,
he product flows from the plant to distribution centers, and the
uantity transhipped to cross-dock sites and distributed to retail
utlets are determined. Both steps are fulfilled by sequentially
olving two MILP models. You and Grossmann (2008) devel-
ped an integrated approach that simultaneously finds the supply
hain network, the planning schedule, and the inventory man-
gement under demand uncertainty. In order to identify the best
etwork-design, a Pareto-optimal curve is generated by solving a
ulti-period MINLP formulation that simultaneously maximizes

he net present value and minimizes the expected response time.
maro and Barbosa-Povoa (2008) presented an integrated MILP for-
ulation for the optimal scheduling of supply chain networks. The
odel provides an operational plan by considering the supply chain

opology, different operational conditions, and market opportu-
ities. Zeballos et al. (2014) proposed a multi-layer approach for
ddressing multi-period, multi-product closed-loop supply chains
ith uncertain levels of raw material supplies and of customer
emands. The consideration of a multi-period setting leaded to

 multi-stage stochastic programming problem handled by an
ILP formulation. The effects of uncertainty on demands and on

upply on the network were considered by means of multiple
cenarios. Niknejad and Petrovic (2014) studied the optimization
f integrated reverse logistic networks with different routes and
eveloped a fuzzy mixed integer programming model which facil-

tates decision making in presence of uncertainty in demand and
uantity of returned products of different quality levels. Mallidis
t al. (2014) presented a methodology for assessing emissions in a
ulti-echelon logistics network which serves a geographical region

hrough a number of retail stores. Several alternative network
ealizations were assessed. Kalaitzidou et al. (2015) introduced a
athematical programming framework that employs a generalized

upply-chain-network coupled with forward and reverse logistics
ctivities. The work solves by branch-and-bound a multi-product,
ulti-echelon and multi-period MILP problem in a closed-loop

upply-chain network.

In the OR field, the N-echelon location routing problem (NE-

RP), the inventory routing problem (IRP) and the vehicle routing
roblem (VRP) are well-known tactical-level distribution prob-

ems. Most NE-LRP studies are related to two-echelon systems. The
mical Engineering 88 (2016) 170–184

aim of the NE-LRP is to define the structure of the network by opti-
mizing the number and location of facilities in both echelons, the
fleet size for each level and the material flow distribution on each
echelon. On the other hand, the IRP is a planning problem that pro-
vides a starting point for integrating inventory management and
transportation. Its objective is to minimize the average distribu-
tion costs over the planning horizon, while avoiding stock outs. The
VRP is the problem of satisfying, from a central depot the demands
of a given number of customers with a given fleet of capacitated
vehicles at minimum cost and several variations of this problem
exist. These variants are currently solved by an effective decom-
position technique called column generation. Since there is a large
body of OR literature on these problems, we just refer to the very
detailed survey written by Drexl and Schneider (2015) about LRP,
the review by Cuda et al. (2015) about multi-echelon routing prob-
lems and the tutorial paper by Lübbecke and Desrosiers (2005) as
well as the book by Desaulniers et al. (2005) about column genera-
tion and its applications in vehicle routing and in another fields. The
two-echelon vehicle routing problem (2E-VRPCD) was introduced
by Perboli et al. (2011) as an extension of the classical VRP. In the
2E-VRPCD freight delivery from a single depot to customers is man-
aged by routing and consolidating the load at intermediate depots
called satellites. Afterwards, the freight is sent from satellites to
customers. The problem assumes a main depot, and a fixed number
of capacitated satellites. Customer demands are fixed and known in
advance and must be satisfied within the scheduling horizon. The
objective is the minimization of the total transportation cost. In the
general case of the 2E-VRPCD, each satellite can be served by more
of than one vehicle and, therefore, the satellite demand can be split.
In the second level, each customer must be served by just a single
vehicle. The authors proposed a MILP formulation with valid cuts to
get strong lower bounds to solve the problem. Dondo et al. (2009)
introduced the so-called vehicle routing problem in supply chain
management (VRP-SCM) which is a generalization of the N-echelon
vehicle routing problem. The allocation of customers to suppli-
ers and the quantities of products shipped from each source to a
client are model decisions. However, the approach cannot handle
cross-docking operations. So, Dondo et al. (2011) introduced a MILP
formulation for the N-echelon multi-item vehicle routing prob-
lem with cross-docking and time windows (NE-VRPCD) that can be
regarded as a generalization of the VRP-SCM. In the NE-VRPCD sev-
eral products are handled and customer demands involving more
than one item can be satisfied through either direct shipping or
via intermediate facilities. Transshipment operations are triggered
when a product-stock in a warehouse is insufficient to meet the
demand of the assigned customers and the inventory at the end of
the planning horizon. Supplies may  come from factories or from
other warehouses and the distribution strategy is found by solving
the MILP formulation through a branch-and-cut algorithm.

3. Configuration of multi-echelon networks for forward
and reverse logistic activities

As inbound flows to distribution centers are usually trans-
ported on full large-trucks, while outbound flows to customers are
transported on smaller delivery-trucks, the number of distribution
centers has a large effect on a network’s transport efficiency as an
increase on this number can significantly reduce outbound trans-
portation distances (Dekker et al., 2012). The delivery of freight is
often managed through one or more intermediate facilities where
storing and consolidation activities are performed. This type of dis-

tribution systems is called multi-echelon and each echelon refers
to one level of the distribution network. In addition, freight trans-
portation can be broadly categorized into two classes according to
the presence of one or more intermediate facilities; direct shipping
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Fig. 1. Distribution network configurations (Dondo et al., 2009).

akes place when freight is directly delivered and indirect shipping
akes place when freight, or part of the freight, is moved through
ntermediate facilities before reaching destination. As the network
onfiguration strongly affects the supply chain performance by set-
ing the framework within which operational decisions are taken,
everal network topologies arise. The usual configuration of distri-
ution networks are (a) manufacturer storage and direct shipping,
b) distributor storage and shipping via distribution centers, (c) cross-
ocking with manufacturer storage and shipments via a central depot,
nd (d) hybrid networks (Dondo et al., 2009). These configurations
re depicted in Fig. 1.

The integration of forward and reverse logistic activities leads to
everal possibilities. Because of the reverse flow of recycled goods
ack from customers must be taken into account, the utilization
f the same transportation facilities for forward and backwards
ows is considered as the most efficient option. Hybrid networks
ombining manufacturer storage and distributor storage are the most
avored ones mostly because they are able to receive and consol-
date both the forward and reverse flows in the same facilities.
he concept of “hybrid network” refers here to the combined used
f manufacturer storage and distributor storage for the forward
nd reverse flows whose quantities must be optimally fixed. In the
emaining of this paper, a hybrid network utilized to fulfill products
emands via direct and indirect shipping and to recover recyclable
oods from customers is studied and modeled. The network quite
ccurately represents the downside side of a company supply-chain
istributing standardized containers full of products and recycling
tandardized containers loaded with re-utilizable goods as e.g. re-

sable bottles. The network sketched in Fig. 2 illustrates the ways
roducts and recoverable goods are moved between the echelons
f the network.

ig. 2. A hybrid 3-echelon logistic network used on for integrated forward and
ackwards distribution and recovering activities.
mical Engineering 88 (2016) 170–184 173

The assumptions considered to mathematically model it are the
following:

1. Data about demands, stocks, time windows and costs are deter-
ministic and known in advance.

2. Several products can be palletized and transported by a vehicle
but the containers are considered as a single commodity. The
words ‘container’ and ‘pallet’ must be loosely understood as a
standardized transport unit.

3. There are no predefined suppliers for customers and demands
can be met  by products coming from alternative sources. Also
there is not a priori pre-fixed destination for recyclable goods
recovered from customers.

4. The loading of pallets with recovered goods and unloading of
units full of products are carried out on the customer location.
The vehicle stop time-length has two  components, a fixed stop-
time and a variable component proportional to the amount of
pallets to pick-up and/or to deliver.

5. Pick-up and delivery activities must be fulfilled before a maxi-
mum  activities time.

6. Time windows may  be assigned to the start time of pickup and
delivery services.

7. Vehicles costs include two  terms: a fixed vehicle-utilization
cost and a variable cost related to the traveled distance.

8. A separate class of large vehicles, featuring its own capacity, its
own fixed and variable transportation costs, is used to move
cargo from plants to distribution centers and to return recy-
clable goods from there to plants.

9. The flow pattern of pallets with products through the distribu-
tion network (i.e., the number of vehicles moving goods from
plants to distribution centers, the number and length of vehi-
cle tours devoted to the fulfillment of delivery activities and
the allocation of customers to servicing vehicles) is defined by
the problem solution. The same assumption applies to the pick-
up of recyclable goods and to the reverse flow of pallets with
recovered goods.

10. The objective is to minimize the sum of vehicles fixed costs,
traveling costs and transshipping costs for fulfilling all distri-
bution and recollection activities.

The above described problem is formally defined in the next
section.

4. Formulation of the problem

Let us consider a logistic network represented by a graph G
(P ∪ T ∪ I, A). Nodes p ∈ P stand for production plants, t ∈ T stand for
distribution centers, and i ∈ I stand for retailers and customers. A is
the network of minimum-cost arcs interconnecting plants, distri-
bution centers and customers in the network. The plants p ∈ P and
the distribution centers t ∈ T can be regarded as source nodes or
suppliers because they provide products to demanding locations
i ∈ I. The elements of T and I are destination nodes for product
shipments; I is a set of source sites of transport units with recy-
clable goods and T can behave as destiny and source for these
units. The network allows the following transportation options: (i)
direct shipping from plants to customers, (ii) direct shipping from
distribution centers to customers, and (iii) indirect shipping from
plants via distribution centers. All options may  be used to channel-
ize the forward (backward) flows from (to) the plants. Associated
to every arc a ∈ A, there are a distance-based traveling cost cij and a

travel time tij. Vehicles moving products from a plant/distribution
center to consumers have a stated transport capacity (q) and a
fixed utilization cost (cfv). This plant/distribution center behaves
as base from which the vehicles start and end the designed tour.
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arge trucks used for moving products from plants to distribu-
ion centers and for transporting recyclable goods from distribution
enters to plants have a capacity q0 and a fixed utilization cost c0.

 replenishment order usually includes one or more than one FTL
hipments from a stated plant to a given distribution center. Con-
ersely, a recovering order defines the shipment of one or more
han one FTL shipment from a given distribution center to a stated
lant. Visits to customers must start within a stated time windows
tmin
i

, tmax
i

] for all customers i ∈ I. Service times sti at each cus-
omer location i ∈ I have two components: a fixed preparation time
f and a variable component that depends on the size of the load to
ick-up/deliver and so sti = tf + tv |li| where tv is the time spent in

oading/unloading a transportation unit. The number of trips, the
lants and distribution centers from where trips start/end and the
orward and backwards dispatches between plants and distribution
enters must be determined by the problem solution. The opera-
ional costs depend on the number of pick-up and delivery routes,
n the number of replenishment/recovery dispatches, and on the
umber of incurred cross-docking operations. The objective is to
inimize the sum of cross-docking costs, vehicles fixed costs and

ehicles traveling costs while satisfying the following operational
onstraints: (i) all customers must be visited just once and only by
ne vehicle. (ii) The service at each customer must start within its
ime window. (iii) Each route begins at a plant/distribution cen-
er and ends at the same plant/distribution center. (iv) The sum
f quantities of pallets with products and with recyclable goods
nboard the vehicle must not exceed its transport capacity. (v)
eplenishment dispatches start at the beginning of the planning
orizon t = 0 and end on distribution centers at time t = t0. The time-

ength t0 include the times spent on loading operations on plants,
n the trip and on the unloading operations on distribution cen-
ers. (vi) Pickup and delivery routes may  start at any time with the
lanning horizon but must be fulfilled within the time interval [0,

max]. (vii) Recovering dispatches going from distribution centers
o plants start after the closure of the servicing time horizon tmax.

In order to formulate the above formalized problem as an Inte-
er Program, let us denote R as the set of pickup and delivery routes,
+ as the set of replenishment routes and R− as the set of reverse
ransportation routes. For each route r ∈ R, cr denote its cost, given
y the sum of the costs of the arcs traveled by the vehicle plus
he fixed vehicle-utilization-cost. Routes r ∈ {R+ ∪ R−} represent
irect trips of large trucks between plants and distribution centers
nd include the cost of the associated cross-docking operations at
lants/distribution centers in addition to fixed and traveling truck
osts. Let us assume we are given a binary parameters air indicating
hether route r ∈ R visits (air = 1) or not (air = 0) the location i ∈ I.

or a route r ∈ R, let us consider also a binary parameter brp/brt that
akes value 1 if route r starts/end on the plant p/distribution center

 and 0 otherwise and nonnegative parameters ˛r/ˇr denoting the
uantity of transport units to move from(to) the plants/distribution
enters. We  use the binary decision variable Xr to determine if the
oute r ∈ {RT ∪ R+ ∪ R−} belong to the optimal solution or not. So,
he problem can now be formulated as:

Minimize
∑

 ∈ R+
crXr +

∑

r ∈ R−
crXr +

∑

r ∈ R

crXr (1)

Subject to:

∑

r ∈ R

airXr = 1 ∀i ∈ I (2)
∑

r ∈ R

bpr˛rXr +
∑

r ∈ R+: bstart
p =1

q0Xr ≤ i0p ∀p ∈ P
(3)
mical Engineering 88 (2016) 170–184

∑

r ∈ R: tstart
r <t0

btr˛rXr ≤ i0t ∀t ∈ T
(4)

∑

r ∈ R

btr˛rXr ≤ i0t +
∑

r ∈ R+: bend
t =1

q0Xr ∀t ∈ T
(5)

∑

r ∈ R

bprˇrXr +
∑

r ∈ R−: bend
p =1

q0Xr ≥ ıf
p ∀p ∈ P

(6)

ı0
t +

∑

r ∈ R

btrˇrXr ≥
∑

r ∈ R−: bstart
t =1

q0Xr ∀t ∈ T

Xr ∈ {0, 1}
(7)

The objective function (1) minimizes the total cost, i.e., the cost
of all kind of routes. Constraint (2) assures that customer i ∈ I is vis-
ited exactly once while the products availability constraint on each
plant p ∈ P is enforced by constraint (3). Eq. (4) is a products avail-
ability constraint for each distribution center t ∈ T assuring that the
quantity of cargo delivered from this terminal by vehicles depart-
ing before the arrival of the re-supply convoys cannot be higher
than the initial inventory on the distribution center. Eq. (5) states
a balance constraint of pallets full of products on each distribution
center t ∈ T. It enforces that the total quantity of cargo delivered
from there cannot be higher than the sum of the initial inventory
plus the cargo unloaded on the distribution center. Constraints (6)
and (7) are similar to constrains (4) and (5) but enforce balances of
pallets with recovered goods on plants and on distribution centers
respectively. So, by Eq. (6), the sum of quantities of pallets directly
delivered to a plant plus the quantity of units delivered there via a
stop on distribution centers must be at least as big as its demand
of pallets with recyclable goods. By Eq. (7), the quantity of pallets
with recovered-goods delivered from distribution center t ∈ T can-
not be higher than the sum of its pallets inventory plus the quantity
of pallets unloaded on the distribution center.

5. The solution algorithm

In this section, the model defined by Eqs. (1)–(7) is embedded
into a decomposition procedure in order to generate solutions for
the problem above formulated. The formulation represents the set
of all feasible routes r ∈ {R+ ∪ R− ∪ R} and its objective is to select the
minimum-cost subset of routes such that all customer demands are
fulfilled and all plant requests of recovered goods are satisfied. Since
the number of distribution centers and plants is much smaller than
the number of customers i ∈ I and because of the forward and back-
ward trips involve the use of a single arc, replenishment/recovery
trips can be totally enumerated. It is not possible to generate
all feasible pick-up and delivery routes but a column generation
approach can handle this complexity by implicitly considering all
of them through the solution of a linear relaxation of the formu-
lation (1)–(7). To do this, a subset of feasible pick-up and delivery
routes (usually an initial but suboptimal solution) is enumerated
and the linear relaxation of problem (1)–(7) is solved considering
just this subset. The problem is called the reduced master prob-
lem (RMP) and the linear relaxation, the relaxed RMP. The solution
is used to determine if there are routes r ∈ R not included in the
subset that can reduce the objective function value of the RMP.
Using the values of the optimal dual variables for the constraints
of the master problem with respect to this partial routes-set, new
route are generated and incorporated into the columns pool, and
the linear relaxation of the RMP  is solved again. It is worth noting

that the linear RMP  relaxes just variables Xr for all routes r ∈ R but
variables related to replenishment and recovery trips r ∈ {R+ ∪ R−}
remain integer. That is because a relaxation of variables related
to these enumerated trips would lead to solutions with fractional
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stated by Eqs. (9)–(20):
Minimize

CV −
∑

�iYi − ip
∑

xp�p − it(1 − it′ )
∑

xt�t − it
∑

xt�
′
t

R.G. Dondo, C.A. Méndez / Computers a

eplenishment and recovery trips strictly satisfying, as equality,
onstraints (3)–(7) but without a meaning in the real world. In the
nd, due to the fact that replenishment and recovery trips have
lready been enumerated and cannot be generated, the relaxed
MP  is computed in two stages; an integer program is first solved,
ranching just on variables Xr for all r ∈ {R+ ∪ R−} to fix the optimal
eplenishment and recovery trips and later this information is feed
o the relaxed RMP  to compute the duals for constraints (2)–(7).

The dynamic activation of replenishment and recovering trips
ead to a more complex procedure that is out of the scope of this

ork. So, we considered more practical just to include the small
et of all replenishment and recovery trips in the initial RMP.
he procedure iterates between the master problem and a slave
outes-generator problem until no pick-up and delivery routes
ith negative reduced costs can be found. Afterwards, an inte-

er master problem may  be solved for finding the best subset of
outes. Since the solution found may  not be the global optimal,
t is necessary to start a branching procedure to find it. So, the
olumn generation procedure must be embedded into a branch-
nd-bound tree because some routes not generated when solving
he relaxed RMP  of the root node may  be needed to find the best
ubset of routes. In summary, the procedure starts with an fea-
ible solution and decomposes the problem into a master–slave
tructure comprising a relaxed RMP  with the optimal replenish-
ent and recovery trips that relaxes variables Xr for all routes r ∈ R

nd the slave tour-generator problem. The master–slave structure
s recursively solved until no feasible routes r ∈ R can be gener-
ted. In that case, the relaxed RMP  is solved again to verify the
olution integrality. If the solution to this problem is integer, the
ptimal solution to the distribution and recovering problem has
een found and the procedure ends. Otherwise; the integer solution
o the RMP  or global upper bound (GUB) will have a value higher
han the value of the solution to the relaxed RMP or global lower
ound (GLB). Therefore, the procedure starts branching according
o a branching rule in order to generate the missing routes. At each
ree-node, the mechanism is repeated and the bounds are com-
ared. If the local lower bound (LLB), given by the value of the
elaxed RMP, is higher than the GUB, (given by the available best
nteger solution) the node is fathomed; otherwise it is divided into
wo child-nodes that are included in the database of unsolved sub-
paces. Afterwards, the next subspace is fetched from the database
o repeat the mechanism until this base is empty or until all nodes
ave been fathomed. Finally, the solution is specified by solv-

ng, for each selected column, a traveling salesman problem with
ime windows. The whole process is named branch-and-price and
nvolves the definition of the relaxed RMP, the definition of the slave
outes-generator or pricing problem and the implementation of a
ranching rule.

.1. The master problem

The integer formulation (1)–(7) contains a number of binary
ariables which grows with the number of routes r ∈ R of the
ool. In order to compute a lower bound to its objective func-
ion value, we first solve an integer program to set the value of
ariables Xr for all r ∈ {R+ ∪ R−} while relaxing the integrality con-
ition for variables Xr for all r ∈ R and consider a feasible solution
omprising the selected replenishment and recovery routes plus

 small set of routes departing from plants and distribution cen-
ers to visit customers. Although a strictly exact procedure should
ompute columns for every feasible combination of replenishment

nd recovery trips, this two stages procedure is computationally
heaper and works very well in practice. With frozen values of vari-
bles Xr for all r ∈ {R+ ∪ R−}, the constraints (2)–(7) are reordered
n order to give rise to the following relaxed RMP:
mical Engineering 88 (2016) 170–184 175

Minimize
∑

r ∈ R+
crXr +

∑

r ∈ R−
crXr +

∑

r ∈ R

crXr (1)

Subject to:

∑

r ∈ R

airXr = 1 ∀i ∈ I (2.b)

∑

r ∈ R

bpr˛rXr ≤ i0p −
∑

r ∈ R+: bstart
p =1

q0Xr ∀p ∈ P
(3.b)

∑

r ∈ R: tstart
r <ttransf

bpr˛rXr ≤ i0t ∀t ∈ T
(4.b)

∑

r ∈ R

bpr˛rXr ≤ i0t +
∑

r ∈ R+: bend
t =1

q0Xr ∀t ∈ T
(5.b)

∑

r ∈ R

bprˇrXr ≥ ıf
p −

∑

r ∈ R−: bend
p =1

q0Xr ∀p ∈ P
(6.b)

∑

r ∈ R−: bstart
t =1

q0Xr ≤ d0
t +

∑

r ∈ R

bprˇrXr ∀t ∈ T

0 ≤ Xr(r ∈ R) ≤ 1

(7.b)

The left-hand side of Eqs. (2.b)–(7.b) contains terms related to
the relaxed variables Xr for all r ∈ R and the right hand side contains
the constant terms related to the frozen configuration of replenish-
ment and recovery trips. After finding the optimal solution to this
relaxed RMP, the dual variables values for constraints (2.b)–(7.b)
are available and can be passed to the pricing problem in order to
produce more profitable routes r ∈ R to later reduce the value of the
objective function (1). At each iteration, the used configuration of
replenishment and recovery trips is re-evaluated, the linear relax-
ation of the RMP  is first solved and afterwards new columns with a
negative reduced cost are generated by solving the pricing problem
to be next detailed.

5.2. The pricing problem

Each pick-up and delivery tour is an elementary path from
a plant/distribution center to the same plant/distribution center
through some customers on the network. The pricing problem is
an elementary shortest path problem with resource constraints
(ESPPRC) and is NP-hard in the strong sense. The most used tech-
nique to solve pricing problems was dynamic programming in
which a relaxation of the pricing algorithm was  solved and cycles
were allowed. Nevertheless, the recent trend relies in algorithms in
which pricing problems are exactly solved without allowing cycles.
In our application we solve the MILP formulation of the elementary
pricing problem with a branch-and-cut solver trying to generate
several solutions per iteration.

The objective of the slave problem is to find a route that mini-
mize the quantity stated by Eq. (8) and is subject to the constraints
i ∈ I+ p ∈ P t ∈ T t ∈  T

− ip
∑

p ∈ P

xp�e
p − it

∑

t ∈ T

xt�
e
t (8)
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Subject to

Ci ≥
∑

p ∈ P

xpcpi +
∑

t  ∈ T

xtcti ∀i ∈ I (9)

C ≥ cfv + Ci +
∑

p ∈ P

xpcpi +
∑

t ∈ T

xtcti − MC (1 − Yi) ∀i ∈ I (11)

Ti ≥ t0it it′ +
∑

p ∈ P

xptpi +
∑

t ∈ T

xttti ∀i ∈ I (12)

T ≥ Ti +
∑

p ∈ P

xptpi +
∑

t ∈ T

xttti − MC (1 − Yi) ∀i ∈ I (14)

tmin
i

≤ Ti ≤ tmax
i

∀i ∈ I (15)

 ≤ tmax (16)

q − Ui + Li ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ I (19)

Since we use a single pricing problem to generate routes starting
rom plants and from distribution centers, and for tours that depart
rom distribution centers before and after the arrival of a replenish-

ent convoy, we use some binary parameters to define the starting
ocation and to freeze some decisions. We  just refer to Dondo and
erdá (2006) for an explanation about MILP formulations that made

 joint use of binary variables and decision parameters on MILP
outing formulations. The objective function of the slave problem
s the cost of the generated route minus some collected dual-prices
ssociated to constraints (2.b)–(7.b). Binary parameters ip = 1 and

t = 1 are used to state that the tour departs from a plant or from a
istribution center respectively. The parameter it′ indicates that a
ehicle departs before (it′ = 0) or after (it′ = 1) the arrival of a replen-
shment convoy to a distribution center. Duals �i are associated to
onstraints (2.b) and duals �p are associated to balances constraints
n plants (3.b). The duals �t and �’t are associated to constraints
4.b) and (5.b) stating balances on distribution centers of transport
nits full of products before and after the arrival of a replenishment
onvoy. Duals associated to balances (6.b) and (7.b) of transport
nits with recovered goods on plant and on distribution centers
re stated by �p

e and �t
e respectively. The binary parameters xp/xt

ndicate the departing and ending plant/distribution center of the
esigned tour. The constraint (9) set the minimum distance to reach
he customer i ∈ I as the distance of going directly from the plant
/distribution center t to the location i. Eqs. (10) fix the accumu-
ated distance up to each visited site. If locations i and j are both
llocated onto the generated route (Yi = Yj = 1), the visiting ordering
or both sites is determined by the sequencing variable Sij. If loca-

ion i is visited before j (Sij = 1), according constraints (10.a), the
raveling cost up to the location j (Cj) must be larger than Ci by at
east cij. In case node j is visited earlier, (Sij = 0), the reverse state-

ent holds and constraint (10.b) becomes active. If one or both
mical Engineering 88 (2016) 170–184

sites are not allocated to the tour, Eq. (10) become redundant. Eq.
(11) computes the route-cost CV by the addition of the fixed vehi-
cle utilization cost cfv to the traveling-cost up to the site to which
the vehicle must return after visiting the last customer. Since the
last visited customer-location cannot be known before the prob-
lem resolution, Eq. (11) must be written for each customer i ∈ I. MC
is an upper bound for the variable CV.  Constraint (12) states the
departure time of the vehicle from plant p/distribution center t just
in case the tour starts there. The timing constraints stated by Eqs.
(13)–(14) are similar to constraints (10)–(11) but they apply to the
time dimension. MT is an upper bound for the times Ti spent to reach
the nodes i ∈ I and for the tour-time-length TV.  Eq. (15) forces the
service time on any customer i ∈ I to start at a time Ti bounded by
the time window [tmin

i
, tmax

i
]. Eq. (16) sets the maximum routing

time for vehicles returning to its allocated plant/distribution cen-
ter. Load-based sequencing constrains are handled by Eq. (17). Let
us assume that customers (i, j) ∈ I are both serviced along the same
tour (Yi + Yj = 2). If node i is visited before j (Sij = 1), then the total
quantity of pallets loaded on the vehicle up to node j (Lj) should be
larger than Li by at least εj, where the parameter εj is equal to the
quantity of pallets with recoverable goods available on customer
j. Such a condition is enforced by Eq. (17.a). If customer j is visited
earlier, then Eq. (17.b) holds and Li must be larger than Lj by at least
εi. In addition, if node i is visited before j, then the quantity of pal-
lets full of products unloaded up to node j (Uj) should be larger than
Ui by at least � j (the parameter � j is equal to the quantity of pallets
full of products demanded by customer j ∈ I); so, Eq. (20.c) acti-
vates. If node j is visited earlier (Sij = 0), the reverse condition holds
and Eq. (20.d) would become active. If one or both nodes are not
on the tour, then Yi + Yj < 2 and all constraints (17) become redun-
dant. ML is a large positive number. Upper bounds for variables Li
and Ui are stated by Eqs. (18.a) and (18.b) respectively. Eq. (19)
is a capacity constraint for loads onboard the vehicle. Eqs. (20.a)
and (20.b) are capacity constraints for the total quantity of pallets
with products and with recovered goods loaded/unloaded on the
vehicle, respectively.

5.3. A branching strategy

The linear relaxation of the RMP  may  not be integer and applying
a standard branch-and-bound procedure to this problem with a
given pool of columns may not yield an optimal solution (Barnhart
et al., 2000). A non-generated column pricing favorably may  exist
but it may  not be present in the RMP. Consequently, if the relaxation
of the RMP  is not integer, to find the optimal solution, columns must
be generated after branching. Ryan and Foster (Ryan and Foster,
1981) proposed a branching rule that fits in a natural way with the
above formulated slave-problem. The rule amounts to selecting two
customers i and j and generating two branch-and-bound nodes; one
in which i and j are serviced by the same vehicle and the other where
they are serviced by different vehicles. Many practical applications
have constraints like Eq. (2) and Ryan and Foster observed, that for
a feasible integer solution to a problem with this structure, each
constraint contains one variable with value 1 in the solution and
all other variables contained in that constraint must have value 0.
When regarding two different constraints, they are either fulfilled
by the same route, i.e., a route that is satisfying both constraints, or
by different tours. In this case, one variable has solution value set to
1 that is contained in the first constraint but not in the second one
and one variable has value set to 1 that is contained in the second,
but not in the first one. We  call the DIFFER-child the one that, by
fixing all variables to zero, cover two  customers i and j and they

will be fulfilled by two different vehicles with solution value 1. If
both customers have to be fulfilled by the same vehicle we call this
child the SAME-child. To enforce this branching constraint, rather
than adding it explicitly them to the master problem, it is easier just
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Table 1
Setting options of the algorithm.

Option

MILP solver (slave problems) CPLEX 11
MILP solver (optional GUB computing
problems)

Gurobi

Branching rule Ryan and Foster
Nodes selection strategy Best first search
Maximum CPU time per master–slave
iteration (s)

30

Multiple columns generated per iteration Yes
Filtering of columns visiting the same
subset of customers

Yes

Time-windows reduction Yes
Maximum number of master-slave
iterations per b&p node

10 (no-root nodes)

Maximum number of branch-and-price
inspected nodes

100
R.G. Dondo, C.A. Méndez / Computers a

o delete columns from the columns-set considered in the branch-
nd-price node and to enforce them at the pricing level either by
liminating the customer(s) from the graph and/or by forcing the
our to visit the fixed customer(s).

.4. Implementation and numerical issues

The incomplete branch-and-price algorithm has been coded in
AMS 23.6.2 and integrates a column generation routine compris-

ng the computation of the relaxed RMP  detailed on Section 5.1
nd the slave-problem of Section 5.2 into a branch-and-bound pro-
edure that branches according to the rule described in Section
.3. Both GAMS routines were built over routines developed by
alvelagen (2009, 2011) and integrated in this work to lead to the
ecomposition procedure. Minor branching and assembling mod-

fications were introduced in both routines. They were aimed at
eplacing the NLP of the Kalvelagen (2009) MINLP algorithm by the
olumn generation procedure detailed in Section 5.2 and at forbid-
ing the infeasible branching combination Yi = 0 for all i ∈ I. Since
here are customers that cannot be in the same tour because of
ime-windows incompatibilities and/or because of long distances
etween them, the branching rule must branch o couples of cus-
omers that are ‘compatible’; i.e., that can be visited by a single
ehicle. The algorithm uses the CPLEX 11 as the MILP sub-algorithm
or generating columns and for computing upper and lower bounds.
s the relaxed RMP  is computed after the setting of the best config-
ration of replenishment and recovery trips, we  must previously
olve an IP branching on variables Xr for all routes r ∈ {R+ ∪ R−

 to find the optimal replenishment/recovery configuration. Since
he number of enumerated routes r ∈ {R+ ∪ R−} is small this inte-
er program can be easily solved in a fraction of a second. Since
ranch-and-price is an enumeration algorithm enhanced by fath-
ming based on bound comparisons, to work with the strongest
ounds should be the best option, although the mechanism can
ork with any bound. The best upper bound may  need the reso-

ution of an integer RMP  while the best node lower-bound can be
btained by solving the relaxed RMP  just after the column gener-
tion sub-algorithm was unable to produce one more profitable
olumn. So, the best bounds may  mean a higher computational
ost than weaker bounds. This leads to a trade-off between the
PU time used in computing strong bounds and the size of the
xploration-tree. This, in turn, leads to the use of some standard
trategies (Desaulniers et al., 2002) to improve the overall compu-
ational performance. In this way, to reduce the “tailing-off” effect
onsisting in a very low convergence-rate at the last iterations
f the master–slave recursion we ended it after 10 iterations in
o-root nodes and used the bounds computed in such a way. Time-
indows reduction and pre-processing were also used in order to

ncrease the resolution efficiency. Although branching according
he Ryan and Foster rule tend to generate unbalanced trees, we
hoose this rule because of simplicity of implementation. Since a
mall number of variables of the master problem will have a pos-
tive value in an optimal solution, most of the variables will be 0.

hen fixing a variable to 0 in the integer master problem this has
n most cases no big effect, since this variable is likely to have value

 in the optimal solution, anyway. Fixing it to 1 has more effect
ince one of the small set of variables that have a strictly positive
alue is determined. This may  lead to an unbalanced branch-and-
ound tree. More efficient but more complex and cumbersome
ranching rules can be implemented but this is out of the scope
f this work. Every time the column generation procedure ends,
he node lower bound is computed and its integrality checked. If

he solution is integer and better than the GUB, then it replaces
his bound. If not, fast integer solutions are searched and provided
y the GUROBI solver (just in case a tree-node LLB is not integer).
ince we collect several routes per master–slave iteration via the
Master problem Partitioning
Columns pool Up to 10,000

SolnPool procedure (CPLEX Solver Manual, 2007), we  imple-
mented a solutions filter aimed at deleting non-optimal solutions
that visit the same customers but in different order. So, after the
resolution of the pricing problem, we feed the RMP  with just the
best tour visiting a given subset of customers. Due to the use of
the two-stages method to compute the relaxed RMP, and because
the maximum number of nodes to inspect is bounded and the
master–slave recursion is terminated after 10 iterations in no-root
nodes, this procedure is a heuristic that focus in efficiency rather
than in proving optimality. The node selection strategy is ‘best first
search’, that means selecting the node with the best LLB of the pool
of unsolved subspaces. The algorithm run in a 2-cores 2.5-Ghz 6-
Mbytes RAM Notebook and the mechanism settings used to solve
the problems are summarized in Table 1.

To provide an initial solution, feasible routes p–i–p starting
from any plant p ∈ P and feasible routes t–i–t starting from any
distribution center t ∈ T are generated and associated to each
customer i ∈ I. From this initial routes-package plus the set of
all forward/backward routes r ∈ {R+ ∪ R−}, the configuration of
replenishment/recovery trips is fixed and the linear RMP  can be
computed to start the master–slave recursion.

6. Results and discussion

The procedure was first used to solve a few small examples to
illustrate how different stock-levels and demands of recoverable
goods change the topology of the best routes. Later, it was applied
to several instances generated from a case study with the aim of
testing the capability of the procedure to bring good solutions to
realistic problems.

6.1. An illustrative small example

To illustrate how the inventories and demands levels change the
optimal trip configurations, let us consider a very small example
involving 2 plants (P1, P2), 2 distribution centers (T1, T2) and 5 cus-
tomers (i1,. . .,  i5) whose locations in the Euclidean plane are given
by the Fig. 3. The sites locations were chosen to make the solutions
intuitive. Customers’ demands of standardized pallets with prod-
ucts and customer’s stocks of standardized pallets with recoverable
goods are also stated in the figure. Euclidean distances between the
locations are computed from location coordinates and a fixed vehi-

cle utilization cost cf = 20 Euclidean units is added to the to the
cost of any vehicle tour. Traveling times are considered numeri-
cally equal to the traveled distance and each customer service time
is computed as st = 10 time units + 0.5 (demand + stock) time units.
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Table 2
Solution to the instances of the illustrative example.

Tour  ̨  ̌ CV TV

Instance 1
P2-n5-n4-P2 40 40 62.0 73.5
T1-n2-n1-T1 70 65 40.3 76.3
T2-n3-T2 70 60 48.7 89.5
Total cost (IS) 151
LS  146
CPU  time (s) 1.6

Instance 2
P1-n2-n1-P1 70 65 53.4 902
T2-n5-n4-T2 60 40 54.7 735
P2-n3-P2 70 60 49.8 763
Total cost (IS) 158
LS  154
CPU  time (s) 1.2

Instance 3
P1-n2-n1-P1 70 65 55.9 902
T2-n5-n4-T2 60 40 57.4 735
P1-n3-P1 70 60 53.6 901
Total cost (IS) 164
LS:  164
CPU  time (s) 3.3

Instance 4
P2-n3-P2 70 60 54.3 86.7
P2-n5-n4-P2 60 40 57.4 90.7
P1-n2-n1-P1 70 65 55.9 101.9
T1-P1 35.9
T2-P2 35.9

Euclidean units. The solution was found in 3.3 s. All solutions are
ig. 3. Plants, terminals and customer’s locations for the illustrative example (coor-
inates in parenthesis; demands and stocks in brackets).

Let us consider a first instance with a products-stock of 200 pal-
ets on plants P1 and P2 and a products-stock of 100 pallets on
istribution centers T1 and T2. No demands of recoverable goods
rom plants are still considered in this case. The optimal solution
as found in 1.6 s and implies a total cost of 151 Euclidean units.
ow let us consider the scenario on which the stock on terminal

1 is null and it remains in 100 units for T2. The solution to this
ase was recomputed in 1.2 s and implied a cost of 158 Euclidean
nits. In the next instance, let us consider a demand of 100 pallets
ith recovered goods for plant P1. This demand raises the cost of

he optimal solution up to 164 Euclidean units. In the last illustra-
ive instance, we consider and additional demand of 150 pallets

or plant P2 and stocks of 50 recovered pallets both in T1 and T2.
his demand forced the use of two transfer trips between termi-
als and plants and raises the cost of the optimal solution up to 239

Fig. 4. Solution to the instances o
Total cost (IS) 239
LS  239
CPU  time (s) 3.3
summarized in Table 2 and depicted in Fig. 4. It is clear that minor
changes in demands and stocks can strongly change the topology
of solutions.

f the illustrative example.
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Fig. 5. Geographical view of the distribution and recollection area.

Table 3
A sensitivity analysis on fixed costs and on the activation of replenishment and recovery trips.

Fixed cost S. Fe stock S. Tomé
stock

Paraná
stock

S. Fe
demand

S. Tomé
demand

Paraná
demand

Integer
solution ($)

Linear
solution ($)

�r cf ($) �r CV ($) Toursa CPU (s)

5000 50 100 0 0 0
0  888 870 0 888 7-0-0 43.7

50  1238 1168 350 888 7-0-0 41.4
100  1588 1447 700 888 7-0-0 57.1
200  2288 1997 1400 888 7-0-0 68.7

5000  50 100 200 300 300
0  898 875 0 898 8-0-0 42.9

50  1304 1182 350 954 7-0-0 41.7
100  1654 1465 700 954 7-0-0 56.1
200  2354 2023 1400 954 7-0-0 80.2

5000  50 70 200 300 300
0  1404 1375 0 1404 8-1-0 41.5

50  1881 1756 425 1456 7-1-0 61.2
100  2311 2114 850 1465 7-1-0 86.0
200  3165 2822 1700 1465 7-1-0 99.8

5000  50 70 400 300 300
0  1561 1532 0 1561 7-1-1 61.1

50  2060 1978 500 1560 7-1-1 62.4
100  2560 2407 1000 1560 7-1-1 93.4
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a Pick-up and delivery tours-replenishment trips-recovery trips.

.2. Testing instances

We  test now the solution procedure on several instances of
ifferent sizes generated from a case study with real data. A
eer production company has its main plant located in Santa Fe
Argentina) and from there several products are distributed to
ustomers on the Santa Fe (SF) urban area and also to some cus-
omers in two nearby cities, Santo Tome (ST) and Paraná (P). Fig. 5
epicts the geographical area where distribution and recollection
ctivities are carried out. The daily distribution and recovering
peration involves the use of urban trucks starting tours from the
ain plant and from both distribution centers. These trucks have

 maximum capacity q = 300 pallets and are used to deliver pallets

ith full bottles and to recover pallets with empty bottles. By ‘pal-

et’ we mean a standard box-container able to carry up to twelve
ottles. The vehicle stop-times on customer sites have two com-
onents; a fixed-contribution (15′), and a variable component that
3560 3257 2000 1560 7-1-4 105.6

is proportional to the amount of pallets to pick-up and to deliver
(0.5′/pallet).

Time windows usually are not considered but sometimes they
can be assigned just for a few customers. Distance (in km)  between
clients and between these locations and plants/distribution centers
are estimated by using the Manhattan distance formula jointly with
sites locations on the cities map. The average urban-travel speed
is conservatively assumed to be 20 km/h and from the distance
between locations and from such a speed, the traveling times are
computed. Larger FTL trucks are used to replenish distribution cen-
ters with pallets loaded with full bottles and to collect back pallets
with re-utilizable bottles. These trucks have a transport capacity
q = 1200 pallets. Although a fraction of this load may  be necessary to

fulfill the demand allocated to a distribution center, the load that is
not subsequently delivered remains inventoried on the distribution
center for the next distribution campaign. The time to load pallets,
travel from the plant to the distribution centers and unload pallets
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Table 4a
Solutions overview for instances without time-windows.

Customers Forward flow Backward flow Solution parameters

|SF|  |ST|  |P| Santa Fe
stock

Santo Tomé
stock

Paraná
stock

Santa Fe
demand

Santo Tomé
stock

Paraná
stock

Integer
solution ($)

Linear
solution ($)

Gapa (%) CPU (s) Cols. Pickup delivery
tours

Replenish.
trips

Recovery
trips

13 3 5 5000 50 100 0 0 0 1262 1168 7.46 41.4 174 7 0 0
13  3 5 5000 50 100 200 300 300 1310 1182 9.82 41.7 175 7 0 0
13  3 5 5000 50 70 200 300 300 1881 1756 6.67 61.2 209 7 1 0
13  3 5 5000 50 70 400 300 300 2060 1978 3.94 62.4 211 7 1 1
18  4 6 5000 200 100 0 300 300 1526 1482 2.85 177.0 317 8 0 0
18  4 6 5000 200 100 300 300 300 1612 1527 5.27 176.2 318 8 0 0
18  4 6 5000 100 50 300 300 300 2192 2110 3.77 211.9 333 8 1 0
18  4 6 5000 15 25 400 300 300 2594 2548 1.76 191.7 328 8 2 1
30  5 10 5000 100 100 0 0 0 2714 2621 3.41 2060.2 596 11 1 0
30  5 10 5000 100 100 500 300 300 2860 2697 5.71 2571.1 687 12 1 0
30  5 10 5000 40 50 1000 300 300 3748 3607 3.76 3472.5 659 15 2 1
52  12 18 5000 5000 5000 0 0 0 3496 3317 5.14 5363.1 1197 19 0 0
52  12 18 5000 100 200 0 0 0 4302 4131 4.27 10,308.4 1380 18 2 0
52  12 18 5000 100 100 500 300 300 4365 4176 4.34 10,090.6 1400 18 2 0
52  12 18 5000 40 50 1000 300 300 4616 4475 3.05 9339.8 1294 19 2 1

Table 4b
Solutions overview for instances with time-windows.

Customers Forward flow Backward flow Solution parameters

|SF| |ST| |P| Santa Fe
stock

Santo Tomé
stock

Paraná
stock

Santa Fe
demand

Santo Tomé
stock

Paraná
stock

Integer
solution ($)

Linear
solution ($)

Gapa (%) CPU (s) Cols. Pickup delivery
tours

Replenish.
trips

Recovery
trips

13 3 5 5000 50 100 0 0 0 1276 1195 6.36 39.8 189 7 0 0
13  3 5 5000 50 100 200 300 300 1355 1208 10.8 40.9 190 7 0 0
13  3 5 5000 50 70 200 300 300 1921 1782 7.22 69.2 220 7 1 0
13  3 5 5000 50 70 400 300 300 2099 2005 4.48 71.7 221 7 1 1
18  4 6 5000 200 100 0 300 300 1555 1501 2.95 133.5 318 8 0 0
18  4 6 5000 200 100 300 300 300 1643 1554 5.42 134.4 318 8 0 0
18  4 6 5000 100 50 300 300 300 2223 2138 3.85 179.3 333 8 1 0
18  4 6 5000 15 25 400 300 300 2626 2576 1.87 208.0 341 8 2 1
30  5 10 5000 100 100 0 0 0 2783 2680 3.71 1595.5 579 11 1 0
30  5 10 5000 100 100 500 300 300 2916 2753 5.61 1950.0 615 12 1 0
30  5 10 5000 40 50 1000 300 300 3797 3664 3.49 2916.8 706 14 2 1
52  12 18 5000 5000 5000 0 0 0 3571 3377 4.43 5833.9 1287 19 0 0
52  12 18 5000 100 200 0 0 0 4375 4250 2.86 7559.3 1347 18 2 0
52  12 18 5000 100 100 500 300 300 4364 4218 3.35 6041.5 1169 18 2 0
52  12 18 5000 40 50 1000 300 300 4587 4521 1.43 6505.1 1211 19 2 1

a Gap = 100 (integer solution–linear solution)/integer solution.
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s assumed as t0 = 90′. The datasheet used to generate instances
s presented in the Appendix and utilizes operational information
rom a typical working day. Instances are generated by selecting
he first |n| clients of each town. For example, |SF| means we took
he first Santa Fe clients from the list of the Appendix. Stocks of pal-
ets with full bottles and demands of pallets with empty bottles for
lants and distribution centers are also problem parameters. The
ehicles departing from the plant and from the distribution centers
an visit customers located at most 12 km from there. The ‘zonifi-
ation’ practice used to delimit overlapped services zones, which is
seful to reduce the solution space, from a practical point of view,

s used to forbid the possibility of customers e.g. from Santo Tomé
o be serviced by a vehicle warehoused on Paraná.

The first aim was to perform a brief sensitivity analysis about
he influence of fixed costs and of activation of replenishment and
ecovery trips on total costs. So, we generated several instances for

 small example with |SF|  = 13, |ST|  = 3 and |P| = 5 by varying both
he vehicles utilization costs and the level of stocks and demands.
he results are presented in Table 3. From the information of this
able it seems that bigger fixed costs enlarge the gap between the
nteger solution and the linear solution. The gap remains in spite
hat the algorithm is unable to produce more profitable columns.
he activation of replenishment and recovery trips does not seems
o change the integrality gap but these trips tend to complicate the
roblem resolution as it can be observed in the rise of the CPU time
onsumed to compute solutions to instances that use such trips.
t seems that a fixed cost more or less similar to half the incurred
raveling cost is enough to minimize the number of used vehicles.
fterwards, a series of instances involving from 21 to 82 customers
ith different stocks and demands have been solved. A fixed truck
tilization cost cfv = $50 and a unit distance cost $10/km are con-
idered to compute the pick-up and delivery tour-costs. For larger
ehicles traveling replenishment and recovery trips, the fixed vehi-
le utilization cost is cf0 = $ = 75 and the unit-distance traveling cost
s $15/km.

Table 4a summarizes the found results. This table lists the num-
er of clients to service in each city, the availability of pallets with
ull bottles and pallets with recovered bottles on plants and on
istribution centers and the demand of the pallets with recov-
red bottles by the plant. The table also reports information related
o the found solutions. Later the same instances we re-solved but
ith the time windows reported in the Appendix and the numer-

cal results are reported in Table 4b. The following observations
an be derived from the information of both tables: (i) for a given
xample-size, the CPU time consumed to compute a solution grows
ith the size of the replenishment and recovery flow. (ii) The inte-

rality gap is quite independent of the problem size and of the
tock sizes. The biggest gap is 7.46% in instances without time-
indows and 7.22% in instances with time windows. (iii) For a given

xample-size, tight product stocks on distribution centers increase
he number of pick-up and delivery tours. This is caused by the
ecessity to wait for the arrival of replenishment convoys in order
o satisfy demands allocated to the distribution center. So, some
ehicles deliver cargo already inventoried but some vehicles must
ait to receive cargo transshipped from replenishment tour to later

isit their allocated customers. (iv) As expected, time windows con-
traints lead to smaller gaps and smaller CPU times because these
onstraints are useful in reducing the solution space. The CPU time
as reduced roughly by a third with respect to instances without

ime windows.
Now, let us consider the hypothetical opening of a new depot

n the north of Santa Fe in order to satisfy the nearby demand. Fur-

hermore, let us consider the Paraná distribution center as a plant
ecause of an un-constraining product-stocks there and because
e want to observe how the tours patterns and the forward and

everse flow all change if this location is utilized for disposing Ta
b

le
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Table 6
Solution to the large instance with 750 units of demand of recovered pallets from both plants and with time windows.

Delivered pallets Recovered pallets Start time (′) End time (′) Cost ($)

Replenishment trips
Santa Fe–Santo Tomé 1200 0 90 258
Santa  Fe–Santa Fe 2 1200 0 90 205

Base:  Santa Fe plant
1 Santa Fe – sf46-sf43-sf11 – Santa Fe 220 108 0 86 59
2  Santa Fe – 44-sf15-sf16-sf47-sf42 – Santa Fe 252 236 0 183 227
3  Santa Fe – sf22-sf23-sf41-sf8 – Santa Fe 296 228 0 179 186
4  Santa Fe – sf51-sf35-sf14-sf13-sf25-sf45 – Santa Fe 292 280 0 302 185
5  Santa Fe – sf49-sf29-sf26-sf12-sf30 – Santa Fe 260 280 0 191 148
6  Santa Fe – sf31-sf10-sf24-sf3-sf42 – Santa Fe 296 272 0 305 188
7  Santa Fe – sf20-sf32-sf40-sf39-sf37-sf48 – Santa Fe 228 200 0 231 179
8  Santa Fe – sf50-sf28-sf38 – Santa Fe 200 180 0 140 107

Base:  Santa Fe 2 distribution center
1  Santa Fe 2-sf52-sf1-sf21-sf9-sf7 – Santa Fe 2 276 228 0 167 163
2  Santa Fe 2-sf4-sf36-sf19 – Santa Fe 2 284 184 90 210 126
3  Santa Fe 2-sf34-sf17-sf18-sf2 – Santa Fe 2 300 180 90 271 142
4  Santa Fe 2-sf6-sf5-sf27-sf33 – Santa Fe 2 268 228 90 268 138

Base:  Santo Tomé distribution center
1 Santo Tomé – s3-s4-s10 – Santo Tomé 280 200 90 251 123
2  Santo Tomé – s8-s9-s12-s7 – Santo Tomé 284 272 90 346 157
3  Santo Tomé – s2-s11-s1-s5-s6 – Santo Tomé 252 212 90 251 168

Base:  Paraná distribution and recycling center
1 Paraná – p10-p9-p18-p7-p8 – Paraná 300 220 0 311 222
2  Paraná – p11-p15-p6-p14-p1-p4 – Paraná 296 280 0 319 277
3  Paraná – p3-p16 – Paraná 128 72 0 202 196
4  Paraná – p17-p5 – Paraná 200 200 0 161 141
5  Paraná – p12-p2-p13 – Paraná 120 140 0 136 142

Recovery trips
Santo Tomé–Paraná 1200 360 643
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Santa Fe 2–Santa Fe 1200 

Total  costs 

nd recycling re-utilizable bottles. This reconfiguration changes the
etwork topology that now includes the set of plants P = {Santa Fe,
araná} and the distribution center set T = {Santo Tomé, Santa Fe2}.
e solved some of the largest instances for this new network con-

guration with and without time windows and summarized the
esults in Table 5.

The observation of the information summarized in Table 5 lead
o conclusions similar to the above derived from Table 4. Logically,
he more complex network lead to an increase of the CPU time
onsumed to compute solutions. In the end, it is clear that tight
nventories on distribution centers lead to an increase of routing
osts and should be avoided. To illustrate the level of information
rovided by the procedure, we detail in Table 6 the solution to the

nstance with |SF|  = 52, |ST| = 12, |P| = 18, a demand of 750 recovered
nits on both plants and time-windows. This solution involves 8
rips from the Santa Fe plant, 4 trips from the hypothetical north
istribution center, 3 trips from the Santo Tomé distribution center
nd 5 trips from the Paraná distribution and recycling center.

Note that 6 trips start after t = 90′ because, due to tight inven-
ories, the trucks must wait to load pallets previously transported
y replenishment trucks. Also, 2 replenishment trucks depart from
he plant and go repetitively to the Santo Tomé and to the Santa Fe

 distribution centers. After the end of pick-up and delivery trips,
 large truck move pallets with recovered bottles from Santo Tomé
o Paraná and another large truck moves pallets from the north dis-
ribution center to the main Santa Fe plant. The solution was found
n 17800 s and implies a $4585 total cost while the integrality gap
s 4.49%.
. Conclusions

A decomposition procedure based on the paradigm of column
eneration has been developed for computing the forward and
360 205

$4585

reverse flow of standardized containers with products and with
recycled goods on a three-echelon logistic network. The procedure
aims at designing the best set of distribution and recovering routes
and to select the cheapest replenishment and recovering trips con-
necting plants and distribution centers in an integrated logistic
network. In such a network some products can be delivered via
direct shipping, from a plant or from a regional depot, or from a
plant via an intermediate stop in a distribution center. The recov-
ery of standardized containers with re-utilizable goods also can be
fulfilled via direct and indirect shipping. The integrated logistic net-
work accounts for a given transportation infrastructure to design
routes interconnecting factories and distribution centers in order
to replenish them and to bring back recyclable goods to plants.
The unloading of large quantities of cargo from FTL trucks on dis-
tribution centers to later distribute them by smaller trucks allows
to lowering transportation costs through an efficient use of truck
capacities. Moreover, the studied problem considers the reverse
flow of containers with recyclable goods by using the same trucks
and facilities. The sources to satisfy customer’s demands rather
than being fixed data are free variables to be fixed by the problem
solution. In this way the concept of “transportation request” usual
in the transportation research area is here replaced by sets of cargo-
source and cargo-sink locations. This concept allows considering
a more realistic view of nowadays logistic networks of chemical
and food industries. The problem was  first modeled as a set parti-
tioning problem with an additional set of transferring and balances
constraints and later the model was  embedded into a decomposi-
tion procedure based in branch-and-price concepts. The proposed
mechanism has been used to solve numerous instances featuring

different levels of products-stocks on plants and on distribution
centers. The model is quite complex but, with the given algorithm-
settings, the solutions were obtained in reasonable CPU times and
show integrality gaps bellow 10% in all but one instance.
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Some issues may  be improved in a future research. For exam-
le, from an OR perspective, an explanation about the integrality
ap that remains (even if the algorithm is unable to produce more
rofitable routes) should be found. This gap seems to depend on the
eight of fixed costs on vehicle tours. From a EWO  perspective, new

trategies to fulfill services to customers and to perform replenish-
ent and recovery tasks should be proposed and researched. For

xample, the option of multiple visits to customers (split pick-up
nd/or delivery) in order to lowering the operational costs should

e explored. Another topic to consider is a time-varying inventory
f products on production plants due to the incoming of recently
abricated products. This leads to research about the integration of

upply sites locations.

Santa Fe plant Santo Tomé depot Par

Xcoord = 31; Ycoord = 17; Xcoord = −25; Ycoord = −6; Xco

Clients da

Clients Location Dem

Xcoord Ycoord

Santa
sf1  38 38 48
sf2  55 55 72
sf3  44 44 40
sf4  55 55 120
sf5  63 63 60
sf6  54 54 80
sf7  50 50 88
sf8  24 24 40
sf9  36 36 80
sf10  41 41 96
sf11  17 17 100
sf12  28 28 80
sf13  32 32 40
sf14  34 34 20
sf15  37 37 80
sf16  37 37 72
sf17  51 51 80
sf18  54 54 48
sf19  58 58 80
sf20  16 16 24
sf21  35 35 40
sf22  41 41 96
sf23  42 42 80
sf24  43 43 40
sf25  30 30 72
sf26  30 30 72
sf27  65 65 80
sf28  20 20 40
sf29  25 25 48
sf30  23 23 40
sf31  37 37 80
sf32  4 4 40
sf33  60 60 48
sf34  46 46 100
sf35  39 39 80
sf36  57 57 84
sf37  15 15 40
sf38  16 16 60
sf39  14 14 32
sf40  10 10 72
sf41  49 49 80
sf42  35 35 40
sf43  17 17 80
sf44  20 20 40
sf45  17 17 40
sf46  17 17 40
sf47  34 34 20
sf48  17 17 20
sf49  18 18 20
sf50  22 22 100
sf51  38 38 40
sf52  42 42 20
mical Engineering 88 (2016) 170–184 183

inventory management, products delivery and recyclables recovery
in the downside side of the supply chain.
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Appendix.

aná depot Santa Fe 2 depot

ord = 162; Ycoord = −41; Xcoord = 18; Ycoord = 59;

tasheet

and Stock to return Time windows

tmin
i

tmax
i

 Fe
 40 0 360
 40 240 270
 60 240 270

 80 0 360
 80 0 360
 20 0 360
 20 0 360
 40 150 210
 80 0 360
 72 0 360

 60 0 360
 80 120 210
 60 0 360
 40 0 360
 40 0 360
 80 0 360
 20 0 360
 60 0 360
 80 120 210
 32 0 360
 48 0 360
 72 0 360
 96 0 360
 20 120 210
 40 210 240
 60 0 240
 80 0 360
 48 0 360
 40 0 360
 60 150 210
 100 0 360
 20 0 360
 48 240 270

 60 0 360
 40 0 360
 24 0 360
 40 0 360
 72 0 360
 20 0 360
 48 120 210
 20 0 360
 20 0 360
 40 0 360
 72 0 360
 60 240 300
 8 0 360
 24 0 360
 40 180 240
 40 0 360

 60 0 360
 40 120 210
 40 0 360
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Santa Fe plant Santo Tomé depot Paraná depot Santa Fe 2 depot

Xcoord = 31; Ycoord = 17; Xcoord = −25; Ycoord = −6; Xcoord = 162; Ycoord = −41; Xcoord = 18; Ycoord = 59;

Clients datasheet

Clients Location Demand Stock to return Time windows

Xcoord Ycoord tmin
i

tmax
i

Santo Tomé
s1  −19 10 20 32 0 360
s2  −27 7 40 32 0 360
s3  −34 −8 80 80 0 360
s4  −34 −1 88 60 0 360
s5  −18 6 40 48 120 210
s6  −20 3 112 20 0 360
s7  −26 −15 96 100 0 360
s8  −32 −12 60 40 150 210
s9  −35 −17 80 72 0 360
s10  −30 −1 112 60 210 240
s11  −33 8 40 80 0 360
s12  −29 −20 48 60 270 330

Paraná
p1  138 −49 40 64 0 360
p2  170 −81 60 40 0 360
p3  145 −60 80 40 0 360
p4  168 −67 20 16 240 300
p5  150 −80 120 120 0 360
p6  142 −41 60 100 0 360
p7  155 −47 80 40 0 360
p8  159 −58 80 60 270 300
p9  168 −46 40 20 0 360
p10  170 −49 40 20 0 360
p11  152 −52 48 20 0 360
p12  169 −75 20 40 0 360
p13  157 −72 40 60 0 360
p14  136 −42 80 40 210 270
p15  150 −47 48 40 0 360

48
80
60

R

A

B

C
C

C

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

G

I

J

J

K

K

You F, Grossmann IE. Design of responsive supply chains under demand uncertainty.
p16  140 −80 

p17  163 −85 

p18  161 −42 
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